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Many systems that we per eive as truly omplex display an amazing degree
of toleran e against errors. For example, relatively simple organisms - su h as
various spe ies of ba teria - grow, persist and reprodu e despite large variations in their environment, or drasti pharma euti al interventions, an error
toleran e attributed to the robustness of the underlying ellular (metaboli )
network [1℄. The in reasingly omplex ommuni ation networks responding to
the demand generated by the addition of diverse ommuni ation devi es to the
Internet [2℄ display a surprising degree of robustness: while key omponents
(routers, lines) regularly malfun tion, lo al failures rarely lead to the loss of the
global information- arrying ability of the network. The stability of these and
other omplex systems against lo al errors and failures is often attributed to
the redundant wiring of the fun tional web de ned by the systems' omponents,
guaranteeing multiple alternative routes between most pairs of nodes. In this
paper we demonstrate that su h error toleran e is not shared by all redundant
systems, but it is displayed only by a lass of inhomogeneously wired networks,
alled s ale-free networks. We nd that s ale-free networks, des ribing a number
of systems, su h as the www [3{5℄, Internet [6℄, so ial networks [7℄ or a ell [8℄,
display an unexpe ted degree of robustness, the ability of their nodes to ommuni ate being una e ted by even unrealisti ally high failure rates. However, this
error toleran e omes at a high pri e: these networks are extremely vulnerable
to atta ks, i.e. to the sele tion and removal of a few nodes that play the most
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important role in assuring the network's onne tivity. In ontrast, no su h error
toleran e or atta k vulnerability is displayed by the lassi al network models
[9{11℄ whi h generate redundant but homogeneous exponential networks, that
are the basis of most existing network models used from omputer s ien e [12℄ to
e ology [13℄. Finally, we show that the error toleran e and atta k survivability
is a generi property of ommuni ation networks, su h as the Internet or the
www, with omplex impli ations on assuring information readiness.

The in reasing availability of topologi al data on large networks, aided by the omputerization of data a quisition, has lead to major advan es in our understanding of the generi
aspe ts of network stru ture and development [10,11,14{16℄. The existing empiri al and theoreti al results indi ate that omplex networks an be divided into two major lasses based
on their onne tivity distribution P (k), giving the probability that a node in the network is
onne ted to k other nodes. The rst lass of networks is hara terized by a P (k) that is
peaked at an average hki and de ays exponentially for large k. The two most investigated
examples of su h exponential networks are the random graph model of Erd}os and Renyi
[10,9℄ and the small-world model of Watts and Strogatz [11℄, both leading to a fairly homogeneous network, in whi h ea h node has approximately the same number of links, k ' hki.
In ontrast, results on the world-wide web (www) [3{5℄, Internet [6℄ and other large networks
[17{19℄ indi ate that many systems belong to a lass of inhomogeneous networks, referred
to as s ale-free networks, for whi h P (k) de ays as a power-law, i.e. P (k)  k , free of a
hara teristi s ale. While the probability that a node has a very large number of onne tions (k >> hki) is pra ti ally prohibited in exponential networks, highly onne ted nodes
are statisti ally signi ant in s ale-free networks (see Fig. 1).
We start by investigating the robustness of the two basi network models, the Erd}osRenyi (ER) model [10,9℄ that produ es an exponential network, and the s ale-free model
[17℄, that leads to a power-law onne tivity distribution. In the ER model we rst de ne the
N nodes, and then onne t ea h pair of nodes with probability p. The network generated by
this algorithm is homogeneous, ea h node having approximately the same hki = pN number
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of links (Fig. 1). The onne tivity follows a Poisson distribution that is peaked at hki and
de ays exponentially for k >> hki.
The inhomogeneous onne tivity distribution of many real networks is reprodu ed by
the s ale-free model [17,18℄ that in orporates two ingredients ommon to real networks:
growth and preferential atta hment. The model starts with m0 nodes. At every timestep
t a new node is introdu ed, whi h is onne ted to m of the the already existing nodes.
The probability i that the new node is onne ted to node i depends on the onne tivity
P
ki of that node, su h that i = ki = j kj . For large t the onne tivity distribution is a
s ale-free-law given by P (k) = 2m2 =k3, while the average onne tivity is hki = 2m.
The inter onne tedness of a network is des ribed by its diameter d, de ned as the average length of the shortest paths between any two nodes in the network. The diameter
hara terizes the ability of two nodes to ommuni ate with ea h other: the smaller d is, the
shorter is the expe ted path between them. Networks with a very large number of nodes
an have a rather small diameter; for example the diameter of the www, with over 800
million nodes [20℄, is around 19 [3℄, while so ial networks with over six billion individuals
are believed to have a diameter of around six [21℄. In general, for a xed number of nodes,
the diameter de reases if the number of links in reases, enhan ing the inter onne tedness
of the network. Thus, to properly ompare the two network models, we generated networks
that have the same number of nodes and links, the only di eren e between them being how
these links are distributed between the nodes, P (k) following a Poisson distribution for the
exponential, and a s ale-free-law for the s ale-free network.
Error toleran e| To address the networks' error toleran e, we study the hanges in the
diameter when a small fra tion f of the nodes is removed. The malfun tioning (absen e) of
a node in general in reases the distan e between the remaining nodes, sin e it an eliminate
some paths that ontribute to the system's inter onne tedness. Indeed, we nd that for the
exponential network the diameter in reases monotoni ally with f (Fig. 2a), thus, despite its
redundant wiring (Fig. 1), it is in reasingly diÆ ult for the remaining nodes to ommuni ate
with ea h other. This behavior is rooted in the homogeneity of the network: sin e all nodes
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have approximately the same number of links, they all ontribute equally to the network's
diameter, thus the removal of ea h node auses the same amount of damage in the system. In
ontrast, we observe a drasti ally di erent and surprising behavior for the s ale-free network
(Fig. 2a): the diameter remains un hanged under an in reasing level of errors. Thus even
when as high as 5% of the nodes fail, the ommuni ation between the remaining nodes in
the network is una e ted. This robustness of s ale-free networks is rooted in their extremely
inhomogeneous onne tivity distribution: sin e the power-law distribution implies that the
majority of nodes have only a few links, nodes with small onne tivity will be sele ted with
mu h higher probability, and the removal of these "small" nodes does not alter the path
stru ture between the remaining nodes, thus has no impa t on the overall network topology.
Atta k survivability| An informed agent that attempts to deliberately damage a network, su h as designing a drug to kill a ba terium, will not eliminate the nodes randomly, but
will rather target the most onne ted nodes, whose absen e an in i t the largest damage to
the overall network onne tivity. Thus to simulate an atta k we rst remove the most onne ted node, and ontinue sele ting and removing the nodes in the de reasing order of their
onne tivity k. Measuring the diameter of an exponential network under atta k, we nd
that, due to the homogeneity of the network, there is no substantial di eren e whether the
nodes are sele ted randomly or in de reasing order of onne tivity (Fig. 2a). On the other
hand, a drasti ally di erent behavior is observed for s ale-free networks: when the most
onne ted nodes are eliminated, the diameter of the s ale-free network in reases rapidly,
doubling its original value if 5% of the nodes are removed. This vulnerability to atta ks
is rooted in the inhomogeneity of the onne tivity distribution: the onne tivity is ensured
by a few highly onne ted nodes (Fig. 1b), whose removal drasti ally alters the network's
topology, and de reases the ability of the remaining nodes to ommuni ate with ea h other.
Network fragmentation| When nodes are removed from a network, other nodes and
often lusters of nodes, whose links to the system disappear, an get ut o from the main
luster. To better understand the impa t of failures or atta ks on the network stru ture,
we next investigate this fragmentation pro ess. We measure the size of the largest luster,
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S,

shown as a fra tion of the total system size, when a fra tion f of the nodes are removed
either randomly or in an atta k mode. We nd that for the exponential network, as we
in rease f , S de reases in a nonlinear manner, displaying a threshold-like behavior su h
that for f > f ' 0:28, we have S ' 0. A similar behavior is observed when we monitor the
average size hsi of the isolated lusters (i.e. all the lusters ex ept the largest one), nding
that hsi in reases fast until hsi ' 2 at f , after whi h it de reases to hsi = 1. These results
indi ate the following breakdown s enario (Fig. 4): For small f , only single nodes break
apart, hsi ' 1, but as f in reases, the size of the fragments that fall o the main luster
in reases, displaying a singular behavior at f . At f the system pra ti ally falls apart, the
main luster breaking into small pie es, leading to S ' 0, and the size of the fragments
hsi peaks. As we ontinue to remove nodes (f > f ), we fragment these isolated lusters,
leading to a de reasing hsi. Sin e the ER model is equivalent to the in nite dimensional
per olation [22℄, the observed threshold behavior is qualitatively similar to the per olation
riti al point.
However, the response of a s ale-free network to atta ks and failures is rather di erent
(Fig. 3b). For random failures no threshold for fragmentation is observed, rather the size
of the largest luster slowly de reases. The fa t that hsi ' 1 for most f indi ates that
the network is de ated by nodes breaking o one by one, the in reasing error level leading
to the isolation of single nodes only, not lusters of nodes. Thus, in ontrast with the
atastrophi fragmentation of the exponential network at f , the s ale-free network stays
together as a large luster for very high values of f , providing additional eviden e of the
topologi al stability of these networks under random failures. This behavior is onsistent
with the existen e of an extremely delayed riti al point (Fig. 3), the network falling apart
only after the main luster has been ompletely de ated. On the other hand, the response
to atta k of the s ale-free network is similar (but swifter) to the response to atta k and
failure of the exponential network (Fig. 3b): at a riti al threshold f p ' 0:18, smaller than
the value f e ' 0:28 observed for the exponential network, the system breaks apart, forming
many isolated lusters (Fig. 4).
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While great e orts are being made to design error tolerant and low yield omponents
for ommuni ation systems, little is known about the e e t of the errors and atta ks on
the large-s ale onne tivity of the network. To demonstrate the impa t of our model based
studies to these systems, next we investigate the error and atta k toleran e of two networks
of in reasing e onomi and strategi importan e: the Internet and the www.
Re ently Faloutsos et al. [6℄ investigated the topologi al properties of the Internet at the
router and inter-domain level, nding that the onne tivity distribution follows a power-law,
P (k)  k 2:48 , indi ating that the Internet is a s ale-free network. Consequently, we expe t
that it should display the error toleran e and atta k vulnerability predi ted by our study.
To test this, we used the latest survey of the Internet topology, giving the network at the
inter-domain (autonomous system) level. Indeed, we nd that the diameter of the Internet
is una e ted by the random removal of as high as 2:5% of the nodes (an order of magnitude
larger than the failure rate (0:33%) of the Internet routers [23℄), while if the same per entage
of the most onne ted nodes are eliminated (atta k), d more than triples (Fig. 2b). Similarly,
the large onne ted luster persists for high rates of random node removal, but if nodes are
removed in the atta k mode, the size of the fragments that break o in reases rapidly, the
riti al point appearing at f I ' 0:05 (Fig. 3b).
The www forms a huge dire ted graph whose nodes are do uments and edges are the URL
hyperlinks that point from one do ument to another, its topology determining the sear h
engines' ability to lo ate information on it. The www is also an inhomogeneous s ale-free
network: the probabilities Pout(k) and Pin(k) that a do ument has k outgoing and in oming
links follow a power-law over several orders of magnitude, i.e. P (k)  k , with in = 2:1
and out = 2:45 [3,4,24℄. Sin e no omplete topologi al map of the www is available, we
limited our study to a subset of the web ontaining 325; 729 nodes and 1; 469; 680 links [3℄.
Despite the dire tedness of the links, the response of the system is similar to the undire ted
networks we investigated earlier: after a slight initial in rease, d remains onstant in the
ase of random failures, while it in reases for atta ks (see Fig. 2 ). The network survives
as a large luster under high rates of failure, but the behavior of hsi indi ates that under
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atta k the system abruptly falls apart at f = 0:07 (Fig. 3 ).
In summary, we nd that s ale-free networks display a surprisingly high degree of toleran e against random failures, a property not shared by their exponential ounterparts. This
robustness, demonstrated by the un hanged diameter under high failure rates and the survival of the large onne ted luster, is probably the basis of the robustness of many omplex
systems, ranging from ells to distributed ommuni ation systems. It also explains why, despite frequent router problems [23℄, we rarely experien e global network outages or, despite
the temporary unavailability of many webpages, our ability to surf and lo ate information
on the web is una e ted. However, the error toleran e omes at the expense of atta k survivability: the diameter of these networks in reases rapidly and they break into many isolated
fragments when the most onne ted nodes are targeted. Su h de reased atta k survivability
is useful for drug design, but it is less en ouraging for ommuni ation systems, su h as the
Internet or the www. While the general wisdom is that atta ks on networks with distributed
resour e management are less su essful, our results indi ate that the topologi al weaknesses
of the urrent ommuni ation networks, rooted in their inhomogeneous onne tivity distribution, have serious e e ts on their atta k survivability, that ould be exploited by those
seeking to damage these systems.
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FIGURES

a

b

Exponential

Scale-free

FIG. 1. Illustration of an exponential a and a s ale-free b network, allowing us to visually
grasp the di eren e in their topology. The exponential network a is rather homogeneous, i.e.
most nodes have approximately the same number of links. In ontrast, the s ale-free network
b is extremely inhomogeneous: while the majority of the nodes have one or two links, a few
nodes have a large number of links, guaranteeing that the system is fully onne ted. We olored with red the ve nodes with the highest number of links, and with green their rst neighbors. While in the exponential network only 27% of the nodes are rea hed by the ve most
onne ted nodes, in the s ale-free network more than 60% are, demonstrating the key role the
onne ted nodes play in the s ale-free network. Note that both networks ontain 130 nodes and
430 links. The network visualization was done using the Pajek program for large network analysis
<http://vlado.fmf.uni-lj.si/pub/networks/pajek/pajekman.htm>.
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FIG. 2. The diameter of the network, d, giving the average distan e between two nodes in
the system, as a fun tion of the fra tion f of the removed nodes. a, Comparison between the
exponential (E) and s ale-free (SF) network models, ea h ontaining N = 10; 000 nodes and 40; 000
links. The blue symbols orrespond to the diameter of the exponential (triangles) and the s ale-free
(squares) network when a fra tion f of the nodes are removed randomly (error toleran e). Red
symbols show the response of the exponential (diamonds) and the s ale-free ( ir les) networks
to atta ks, when the most onne ted nodes are removed. We determined the f dependen e of
the diameter for di erent system sizes (N = 1; 000, 5; 000, 20; 000) and found that the obtained
urves, apart from a logarithmi size orre tion, overlap with those shown in a, indi ating that
the results are independent of the size of the system. Note that the diameter of the unperturbed
(f = 0) s ale-free network is smaller than that of the exponential network, indi ating that s ale-free
networks use more eÆ iently the links available to them, generating a more inter onne ted web. b,
The hanges in the diameter of the Internet under random failures (squares) or atta ks ( ir les). We
used the topologi al map of the Internet, ontaining 6; 209 nodes and 24; 401 links, olle ted by the
National Laboratory for Applied Network Resear h <http://moat.nlanr.net/Routing/rawdata/>.
, Error (squares) and atta k ( ir les) survivability of the world-wide web, measured on a sample
ontaining 325; 729 nodes and 1; 498; 353 links [3℄.
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FIG. 3. The relative size of the largest luster S (open symbols) and the average size of the
isolated lusters hsi ( lled symbols) in fun tion of the fra tion of removed nodes f for the same
systems as in Fig. 2. The size S is de ned as the fra tion of nodes ontained in the largest luster
(i.e. S = 1 for f = 0). a, Fragmentation of the exponential network under random failures
(squares) and atta ks ( ir les). b, Fragmentation of the s ale-free network under random failures
(blue squares) and atta ks (red ir les). The inset shows the error toleran e urves for the whole
range of f , indi ating that the main luster falls apart only after it has been ompletely de ated.
Note that the behavior of the s ale-free network under errors is onsistent with an extremely
delayed per olation transition: at unrealisti ally high error rates (fmax ' 0:75) we do observe a
very small peak in hsi (hsmax i ' 1:06) even in the ase of random failures, indi ating the existen e
of a riti al point. For a and b we repeated the analysis for systems of sizes N = 1; 000, 5; 000,
and 20; 000, nding that the obtained S and hsi urves overlap with the one shown here, indi ating
that the overall lustering s enario and the value of the riti al point is independent of the size of
the system. Fragmentation of the Internet ( ) and www (d), using the topologi al data des ribed
in Fig. 2b. The symbols are the same as in b. Note that hsi in d in the ase of atta k is shown
on a di erent s ale, drawn in the right side of the frame. While for small f we have hsi ' 1, at
f = 0:07 the average fragment size abruptly in reases, peaking at hsmax i ' 15.
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FIG. 4. Summary of the response of a network to failures or atta ks. The insets show the
luster size distribution for various values of f when a s ale-free network of parameters given in
Fig. 3b is subje t to random failures (a- ) or atta ks (d-f). Upper panel: Exponential networks
under random failures and atta ks and s ale-free networks under atta ks behave similarly: for small
f
lusters of di erent sizes break down, while there is still a large luster. This is supported by the
luster size distribution: while we see a few fragments of sizes between 1 and 16, there is a large
luster of size 9; 000 (the size of the original system being 10; 000). At a riti al f (see Fig. 3) the
network breaks into small fragments between sizes 1 and 100 (b) and the large luster disappears.
At even higher f ( ) the lusters are further fragmented into single nodes or lusters of size two.
Lower panel: S ale-free networks follow a di erent s enario under random failures: The size of
the largest luster de reases slowly as rst single nodes, then small lusters break o . Indeed, at
f = 0:05 only single and double nodes break o
(d). At f = 0:18, when under atta k the network
is fragmented (b), under failures the large luster of size 8; 000 oexists with isolated lusters of
size 1 through 5 (e). Even for unrealisti ally high error rate of f = 0:45 the large luster persists,
the size of the broken-o fragments not ex eeding 11 (f).
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